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Organizations are increasingly aware of the threat posed by

ransomware and are looking for recovery strategies that are

predictable and offer the best possible RTO. This research

provides guidance for I&O technical professionals to ensure

greater success in recovery from cyberattack.

Overview

Key Findings

Isolated recovery environments (IREs) are undoubtedly required as a destination

where data can be restored and forensically examined following a cyber event. The

implementation of such environments is both confusing and cost-prohibitive, with

many looking to construct an IRE in an existing secondary location using modern

backup infrastructure.

■

Creating an immutable copy of backup data in an air-gapped network location is

now a must for any data protection strategy. The leading vendors are making this

easier to implement by providing a platform to have intact data in a recovery

location.

■

Ransomware attacks will vary in nature, with the level of infection dictating the

recovery strategy being used. Organizations can utilize modern backup

infrastructure to restore rapidly in certain situations, but must ensure ransomware is

eradicated and the threat vector is eliminated or risk reinfection.

■

Instant recovery options that can mount backup images directly on backup storage

allow for rapid restoration of virtual machines (VMs). This recovery method will vary

in performance and scale between backup architectures, but has to be a

consideration in a ransomware recovery scenario.

■

https://www.gartner.com/explore/initiatives/overview/16085
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Recommendations

I&O technical professionals responsible for backup and data center infrastructure should:

Problem Statement
Ransomware attacks against corporate data centers and cloud infrastructure are growing

in complexity and sophistication, and are challenging the readiness of data protection

teams to recover from an attack. Organizations have had to rethink traditional backup

infrastructure and invest in technology that provides the best chance of both protecting

corporate data and recovering from devastating cyber events.

All industries must consider recovery from cyber events as part of

a risk management strategy. If they are not, they should be.

Modern backup infrastructure is not a ransomware prevention solution; instead, it is the

last line of defense in an overall cybersecurity strategy and must include the following at

a minimum for both on-premises and public cloud data:

Determine the best recovery type based on the severity of the infection. Aligning

restore techniques such as instant VM recovery or network share rollback to the

appropriate scenario will dramatically reduce recovery time.

■

Deploy advanced features such as automation, selective restore, and instant and

secure restore options. Leveraging these capabilities will prioritize recovery time

objectives (RTOs) and ensure reliability of data, providing a more positive outcome.

■

Incorporate cloud data when considering a recovery strategy from a ransomware

attack. This data needs to be protected with robust backup infrastructure and must

have a recovery plan to prevent data loss and limit downtime.

■

Consult with security experts so that a recovered environment is forensically

examined before reintegration with production. Data and services recovered from

backup must remain isolated until completely verified regardless of backup software

reporting that backups are intact.

■

Isolated recovery capability■
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Whether this backup infrastructure is in place currently or is on the roadmap, I&O technical

professionals responsible for data protection are being tasked with putting together

recovery plans for extremely unpredictable scenarios. The fact that ransomware now

targets backup data and infrastructure and has the capability to go undetected in backup

vaults for extended periods of time adds further complexities to planning for recovery.

Also of concern is the gap that exists between infrastructure teams and security experts

during a recovery process. Infrastructure teams responsible for data protection are

realizing that a successful recovery strategy will involve a strong focus on cybersecurity.

(See Designing and Implementing a Ransomware Defense Architecture.)

Figure 1 depicts a hypothetical cyberattack timeline impact on backup systems. This

scenario highlights how cyber criminals can remain undetected longer than the backup

retention before triggering their attack, ensuring that the backups are also infected. The

perpetrators will often target the backup servers, or backup images/repositories

themselves, to prevent restores from backups. This situation is completely avoidable by

having the correct infrastructure and data protection policies in place.

Immutability■

Air gap technology■

Instant recovery capability■

Ransomware detection capability■

Automated data restoration and deployment capabilities■

https://www.gartner.com/document/code/724116?ref=authbody&refval=
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Figure 1: Cyberattack Timeline

Architecting a robust backup infrastructure allows organizations to begin planning for

recovery from a cyber event. Executives won’t want to hear just that the backup data is

immutable and has not been compromised, but also that it can be recovered in a way that

limits the damage to the business as much as possible. Presenting a recovery plan will

involve a number of steps before actually recovering data from backup, and the reality is

that all ransomware attacks will vary in nature as will the recovery process.

There is no one-size-fits-all approach to the problem of a ransomware attack, but

organizations still need to know how to prevent data loss and limit downtime by

leveraging the backup infrastructure.

Despite the complexities, Gartner maintains that if organizations follow a methodical

approach to recovery coupled with the correct prework steps both data loss and recovery

time can be minimized
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In the aftermath of an attack, tension will be high, and the less

thinking on the fly that needs to be done, the better.

The Gartner Approach

Attacks do happen, and fast. That’s why recovery has to be

predictable and rapid.

Gartner recommends using a structured approach to ensure greater success in recovering

from a cyberattack. This research provides guidance to technical professionals on the

recovery of data and services in the aftermath of a ransomware attack. The recovery is

just one of the steps involved in the entire process, however. In order to recover data using

backup infrastructure and restore services, technical professionals first must lay a solid

foundation by not only preparing the technical infrastructure but also working with

operations, security and risk management teams. The mistake made by many is going

straight to the backup infrastructure due to panic and looking to restore immediately.

Success in this scenario is down to blind luck. Ransomware attacks are varied and need

to be analyzed forensically before recovery, which means bridging that gap between

infrastructure and security teams.

Once it comes to recovery and examining backup data with a view to restoring services,

there will be decisions that need to be made such as:

The following framework should be used to readily respond to cyberattacks. Without a

complete framework in place, technical professionals will be flying blind and risk

increasing recovery times potentially from days to weeks.

What type of recovery will be required and what method can achieve this?■

To where can the data be recovered?■

Which applications should be restored as priority?■

What dependencies do these applications have?■
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The Guidance Framework
The framework for recovering from a ransomware attack using modern backup

infrastructure is divided into prework and four key stages shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Ransomware Recovery Guidance Framework

The guidance framework steps are summarized as follows:

Prework: Determine the preparation that is required preincident, along with key

postincident phases that aim to ensure recovery has the best opportunity to succeed.

Prework must be completed before a recovery can take place.

■

Stage 1: Recovery Type and Destination. Analyze backup data so that decisions can

be made on the type of recovery method that will be used and to where data will be

restored.

■

Stage 2: Recovery of Data and Services. Prioritize mission-critical applications and

dependencies while leveraging all available advanced options and adhering to best

practices of the backup platform.

■
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Prework

Figure 3 outlines the prework steps that must take place before beginning recovery, which

can be categorized as pre- and postincident.

The Preparation section will describe the critical prework steps that must take place

before beginning recovery from a ransomware attack. These steps are extensive and

would each require a detailed framework for full implementation.

Figure 3: Prework

Preparation

Preparation ahead of time is what will put organizations in the best position for success

when dealing with any cyber event. The rate at which ransomware attacks are increasing

merits adopting a fatalistic attitude. Organizations must be prepared at an administrative

level, while being innovative at a technical level. Preparation should ultimately establish

incident response and also lay the technical groundwork. Figure 4 shows the admin and

technical tasks that must be implemented.

Stage 3: Recovery Verification. Confirm that recovery of data and services have

been completed and ensure the environment is ready to be brought back online.

■

Stage 4: Production Integration. Outline the process of reintegrating recovered data

and services with production so that business as usual can resume.

■
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Figure 4: Preparation Phase

Administrative

An in-depth look at how to prepare for ransomware attacks can be found in How to

Prepare for Ransomware Attacks.

I&O technical professionals with responsibility for backup and data protection will need to

be involved in the response plan, communication strategy and documentation.

Response Plan: A ransomware response plan needs to identify key stakeholders across

management, IT and system/application teams who will be responsible for executing and

managing the incident response. Depending on the organization, legal and marketing

teams may also need to be involved along with members of the board of directors who

can assist with damage control. As noted in the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

advisory from 1 October 2020, it is now illegal in the U.S. to pay the ransom as a means of

getting data back from  perpetrators. This further underlines the importance for

organizations to establish complete response plans.

Response plans are required to address individual incidents, prioritized according to

likelihood and impact. Following an established plan during a ransomware attack will

limit confusion and reduce the potential impact by reacting in an efficient manner.

https://www.gartner.com/document/code/735746?ref=authbody&refval=
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20201001
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During the panic of a ransomware attack is not the time to ask

“What should we do?”

Communication strategy: Identify methods of communication that are available during a

ransomware event. Corporate email and phone systems may be impacted and

unavailable, so it is vital to have a strategy that will provide for alternate means of

communicating during a period when there is uncertainty and panic. Communication will

be required among the response teams, but also with third-party vendors and, potentially,

customers and suppliers. Crisis communications must be planned for ahead of time.

Documentation: Ransomware response and recovery playbook documentation needs to

be reviewed and updated regularly. Access to these documents during a time when

infrastructure is vulnerable needs to be considered as does the documentation process for

the recovery procedure.

Technical Prep

The technical preparation is where an organization validates that its backup infrastructure

is capable of improving readiness to recover from a ransomware attack. Technical

professionals responsible for backup and recovery must have an awareness of all

solution features available in backup infrastructure that assist in managing ransomware

activity. The following preparation is essential to ensure resilience of a backup and

recovery environment and to manage recovery objectives of the business.

Secure Backup Infrastructure

Recovering from a ransomware attack requires intact data. While earlier ransomware

attacks focused primarily on encrypting file system data, more recent attacks are targeting

backup systems along with the backup storage. This has to be a major consideration for

technical professionals with data protection responsibilities. A secure backup

infrastructure requires:

Hardened backup infrastructure components: This comprises a backup engine and

infrastructure for storing backups, configured with a layered approach to security

capable of surviving a destructive ransomware attack.

■
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Optimize Backup infrastructure

Modern backup infrastructure must be configured to make use of all the features

available. It is not enough to have successful backup jobs completing as expected, there

has to be a focus on recovery and how to get the most out of the backup infrastructure by

focusing on the following:

Isolated Recovery Environment

Figure 5 provides an overview of an IRE providing a secure environment where recovery

can take place and the possibility of malware reinfiltrating production during recovery

operations can be eliminated. Figure 5 also highlights other key items that may be

required in the event of system rebuilds, such as OS installation images and patches and

application binaries.

Multiple copies of backup data with immutable capabilities: Backups should reside

on two different storage media with one copy having immutability and another copy

maintained in an offline or air-gapped location.

■

Ransomware analysis capabilities: Modern backup applications use artificial

intelligence/machine learning (AI/ML) processing to detect abnormal patterns of

input/output (I/O), such as significant change in daily incremental backup volume,

and send alerts to administrators

■

Restoration Methods: Ensure all available restore methods are configured correctly

so that backup and recovery teams can leverage features such as storage

integration, instant VM recovery and file share rollback.

■

Automation: Integrate APIs and SDKs with automation tools to create a more robust

recovery capability.

■

Retention: Ensure adequate retention is applied to all workloads that require data

protection.

■

Security Features: Configure ransomware detection security features provided by

backup vendors, such as anomaly reporting and notifications.

■

Architecture: Optimize architecture, such as networking throughput and

deduplication, so that recovery times are the priority.

■

Cloud: Adhere to best practices mentioned for cloud infrastructure and configure

protection via a backup platform where possible, as opposed to native tools.

■
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Figure 5: Secure Isolated Recovery Environment

Recovery from ransomware attacks is not an exact science and, as a result, organizations’

approaches to their IREs will likely be varied. Depending on the organization’s budget and

time constraints, a different architecture can be used or the environment can be built as

time and budget allow.

Too much time can be spent architecting hardware solutions to create an IRE rather than

focusing on the actual recovery process. The most secure solution would be to house an

IRE in a separate environment with dedicated systems and no network access to

production. All but the very largest organizations can afford to build an IRE holistically

that includes all the components in Figure 5. The focus should be on the various ways

secure isolation can be achieved for a given scenario. Features such as live mount and

instant recovery can bring systems up in isolation and from there, they can be forensically

examined. Technical professionals responsible for data protection must know how these

functions work and prepare for how these features will integrate with recovery planning.

Figure 6 shows a backup infrastructure with examples of achieving isolation during

recovery as well as all the features that should be incorporated in a solid infrastructure.
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Figure 6: Modern Backup Infrastructure IRE and Air Gap

Identification

In order to make the best recovery decisions an organization needs to know what data is

compromised and what systems and services this affects. Identification of the threat will

require security teams and infrastructure teams to establish the entire scope of what

exactly has been compromised. The preparation phase will have outlined a response plan,

and part of this is verifying the threat so that the damage can be assessed. Identification

may require specialized third parties, but it is a critical phase before any recovery takes

place.
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Containment

The goal of containment is to stop further encryption where possible. Isolation of infected

servers, file shares, drives or, in some cases, the entire network will be required. Clearly

containment will require network and infrastructure personnel that should be in place as

part of the response plan. A continuous review of the response plan will identify areas that

can help with improving the containment phase, such as network segmentation and

automated shutdown processes/scripts. The more successful ransomware recovery

stories have been from well-designed network topologies that were able to shut down

compromised areas rapidly. Figure 7 shows both a segmented and (flat) unsegmented

network topology, which applies to both on-premises and cloud networks. Segmentation

can significantly diminish ways for attackers to move laterally and reduce the ability to

spread malware across networks.

Figure 7: Network Segmentation
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Certain backup software vendors (such as Commvault) have added features to assist with

containment. Detection of anomalies coupled with the ability to disable all network

interfaces on a compromised backup infrastructure component adds security value to

critical data vaults.

Also as part of containment, backup and data protection jobs’ current status needs to be

reviewed. This often gets overlooked, which can lead to copying encrypted backup data to

backup vaults or removing restore points that may be required for recovery.

Eradication

Eradication is often part of the actual recovery process. For file-level restore, backup

applications such as Radar from Rubrik can help identify ransomware, which can be

removed from backup files before restore. Eradication often requires servers and

associated data to be recovered to an IRE where malware analysis will take place to

identify indicators of compromise (IOCs), such as how the malware drops its file and

propagates. In the worst case scenario, the only way to eradicate fully may be to rebuild

systems and recover data from the first backup before the infection date.

In terms of the recovery guidance and the prework eradication, we are referring to removal

of any infected assets from the rest of the network. Depending on the scope of the attack,

this operation can be lengthy and may involve both user devices and more critical

machines and services that have been impacted. Having successfully shut down the

attacker, the goal now is to ensure there is no way for the threat to regain a foothold back

into the environment. This is why an IRE is so important and can be used to ensure that

data recovered from backup does not contain an attacker’s toolkit.

Stage 1. Recovery Type and Destination

The first stage in this guidance involves selecting the type of recovery required to return

services and determining where data will be restored. The required prework steps have

been completed, which will have determined the damage and established what needs to

be recovered from backup, and it may well be the case that a number of restore methods

will be required.

This stage is where backup data has to be analyzed in line with identification from the

prework to establish which data can be used for restoration; all of which determines the

type of recovery this will be. The top vendors will provide a vast array of restoration

options. The key to minimizing RTOs and restoring securely is knowing how these options

work in detail and selecting the most effective for a given scenario.
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Stage 1.1 Analyzing Backup Data

We have the data. It will be OK.

In the aftermath of a ransomware attack, executives will want to hear from the technical

personnel that they have the data and everything will be OK. Figure 6 from the Prework

section displays the recovery vaults holding backup data in primary, secondary and offline

locations and how these integrate with a recovery destination. Backup infrastructure must

be capable of transferring data to these destinations in an automated way, while also

having flexible restore options for data in each location. Table 1 outlines backup locations

in terms of the location, recovery point objective (RPO) and RTO.
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Table 1: Backup Locations

Source: Gartner

Backup Types

Primary

If the correct prework has been carried out, then the primary backup vault should contain

secure backups that are intact from ransomware. Unfortunately, this can never guarantee

that malware has not passed to backups before full verification (i.e., Stage 3), but if

backup restore points are available here prior to the suspected entry of ransomware, then

this is a good starting point. The challenge of course is if the data has passed the

retention period in the primary vault and all data points here are considered vulnerable.

Secondary

Backup Type Location Recovery
Points/RPO

Recovery Time

Primary On-premises or a
cloud location close
to primary
infrastructure

Limited recovery
points with RPO
defined by backup
frequency

Fastest

Secondary Seperate storage
either in the same
location or an
alternate location,
ideally with air-
gapped
architecture

RPO equivalent to
primary with
additional restore
points and
extended retention
such as
monthly/yearly
copy

Dependent on
recovery
destination

Offline copy
(Bunker)

Cloud
storage/external
media/write once,
read many (WORM)
tape

RPO will usually be
24 hours; long-term
retention for
monthly/yearly
data

Slow/generally
including
rehydration and
manual processes
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There must be a second copy of backup data. Backup software is capable of creating

secondary copies on alternate storage in an automated fashion. This second copy of

backup data should be in an air-gapped location, with many backup vendors providing

configurable options for this. Extended retention is often added to provide a broader range

of restore points. The location of secondary backup data is a key architectural decision

and the recovery time will depend on this. Secondary data could reside in an IRE in the

same data center, for example, allowing for a faster restore than if secondary data is

transferred to an off-site location. There must always be a focus on how a recovered

environment will reintegrate with production.

Offline Copy (Bunker)

Organizations have used the 3-2-1 backup rule (three copies of backup data on two

different storage types with one copy isolated off-site) to protect backups for many years.

In the past, this might have meant manually copying tapes or other methods to create

additional isolated copies. Today, most backup applications support the ability to create

additional copies of the data at a disaster recovery site or in a public cloud provider’s

infrastructure. When combined with features such as immutable data vaults and proper

control of backup account privileges, these additional copies of the data can ensure

access to backup data if the primary backup copy is deleted or encrypted by malware.

This copy of data can be used to satisfy long-term retention requirements or as a fail-safe

in the event of disasters other than ransomware, such as hardware failure or natural

disasters.

Analyzing the backup data using a combination of the information from the identification

phase and forensic tools available from the backup software will start framing the

recovery process and determining the recovery points available for examination.

The challenge, and what has to be always part of the decision process, is the time to

restore and verify backups. This comes into play in scenarios where there are more than

just once-a-day restore points. Backup vaults may contain hourly backups or even more

frequent restore points if continuous data protection (CDP) is in use. Time frames of

infection are unlikely to be exact, so there may be decisions on what restore points to

investigate and these need to be balanced against potential data loss. Imagine a scenario

where there are 24 restore points available and the timeline for infection is somewhere in

that 24-hour period. This could lead to numerous restores with ransomware analysis, all

of which would increase RTO. Increased frequency of backups/snapshots will reduce data

loss but may require multiple recoveries. Figure 8 outlines the restore points available

Monday through Friday based on the frequency of backups.
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Figure 8: RPO Map

Stage 1.2 Determining Recovery Options

Backup vendors are providing a vast array of restore methods leveraging storage,

application and cloud integrations to provide comprehensive options when restoring data.

The recovery option desired will always want to be the fastest. As referenced in the

preparation phase, ensuring these options are available with correct configuration is

critical to the recovery process.

Knowing the blast radius of the ransomware attack and also what backup data is

available in a given location will provide the platform for the recovery type. What is crucial

to success is determining the correct option here and not having to backtrack. Options

such as instant VM recovery may look attractive in the panic arising from an attack, but

it’s vital to know if this will make sense for the given scenario.

Figure 9 highlights many of the restore/recovery options available that can assist when

ransomware strikes. A complete strategy will likely include utilization of multiple restore

approaches and features. The key to lowering recovery time as much as possible is to

know how these restore options can be used and in what situations.
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Figure 9: Backup Infrastructure Restore Options

Stage 1.3 Recovery Destination

Recovery destination is dictated by the nature of the attack and the location of the backup

data. The key point is to recover to an environment to which the ransomware did not have

access, so there is no risk of further damage. This could be as simple as restoring a

limited number of compromised systems to an isolated virtual network that utilizes the

same infrastructure as production. In this situation, the best-case scenario would be early

detection and an element of luck. When taking the fatalistic approach, however, a recovery

destination must be a part of the backup infrastructure and requires the ability to:
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Stage 2. Recovery of Data and Services

With the recovery destination and infrastructure assigned and backup data analyzed, the

process can move to the actual data recovery. This is where affected services and

dependencies are restored to working order. This requires a structured approach coupled

with a knowledge of advanced techniques and best practices so that the most critical

services can be restored in priority. This section outlines how organizations should restore

data and services in a prioritized manner while making use of advanced restoration

options available. This section will also look at some best-practice options associated

with some common scenarios and the infrastructure areas they can affect.

Stage 2.1 Prioritized Recovery

Restore vast amounts of data: Figure 6 from the Technical Prep section shows

locations of backup data. Some organizations may have infrastructure available in a

secondary location that can facilitate the IRE with backup data allowing for secure

restores away from production. Cloud-based infrastructure could provision new

storage to facilitate a secure restore of data away from compromised networks.

Many organizations won’t have this option and may look at restoring to an isolated

environment created on the fly using primary storage and compute. This can be a

challenge if production resources are close to capacity, and it may require the

removal or overwriting of existing data. Ideally, a designated storage area to restore

data will be required, emphasizing an organization’s need to continuously look at the

IRE planning and optimization; for example,the scenario of a production

environment at capacity that needs to restore numerous servers from backup.

■

Scan and clean data in isolation from production: Stage 3 will cover methods of

verifying recovered data, but consideration has to go into how malware and antivirus

tools will operate in a recovery environment. These tools may need to contact the

internet for the latest updates, or security personnel may need to connect with this

isolated environment remotely.

■

Reintegration with production networking: The restored data and systems must be

capable of providing services once the data has been verified. There always has to

be a focus on how this recovery destination will integrate with production. Technical

professionals architecting backup infrastructure must know if a second site or cloud

location is suitable for running production services and, importantly, would this

require further outages to resync back to the original production location or

“failback.”

■
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Recovery must have structure and must be based on a prioritization of applications and

lines of business. It is crucial to understand the dependencies of business-critical data

across databases, applications, and foundation services. Depending on the nature of the

attack, foundational services required for basic functionality, such as DNS, DHCP and

authentication may need to be restored or even rebuilt. Without this Tier 0 base

infrastructure, recovery of systems may not function correctly. If Tier 0 infrastructure is

intact or available via the IRE, this provides the platform for recovery of applications and

services based on the tiered priority. More on designing data baselines and tiering of

applications and services can be found in How to Design a Data Protection Strategy for

On-Premises and Cloud IaaS.

Figure 10 shows an application dependency map that must be designed and referenced

during recovery.

Figure 10: Application Dependency Map

Organizations typically have a very good idea of what constitutes

the lifeline of their business, and this needs to be adhered to in

the recovery process.

https://www.gartner.com/document/code/724951?ref=authbody&refval=
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Ultimately, the goal is to minimize recovery time as much as possible. If multiple systems

are affected, it is imperative that they be restored according to business priorities. Backup

infrastructure will always have a limit on the processes it can run in parallel, and once a

recovery process is initiated, allowing it to complete will be easier than canceling the

recovery job.

Stage 2.2 Automation and Analysis-Based Restore

Automation

Automated recovery will speed up recovery times and is an additional weapon for

ransomware resiliency. Automation is now essential to successful and resilient IT

operations and is discussed in detail in How to Automate Server Provisioning and

Configuration Management.

Automation needs to be looked at in two ways. Firstly, data recovery REST APIs can be

leveraged along with PowerShell or other scripting tools to create workflows that would

reduce recovery complexity dramatically. Automation needs to be leveraged in the

following scenarios:

The ability to automate restores using scripting is a powerful way to quickly and much

more efficiently kick off restores using cmdlets as opposed to multiple mundane tasks

that require “point and click” type work.

Automation should also be used in situations where the original production infrastructure

may be untrusted and server rebuilds are required or, indeed, additional backup

infrastructure scale is required. Automation can provide the potential to create a

completely new platform as part of a recovery scenario. Think of a scenario where

multiple VMs or even multiple hypervisors need to be deployed.

Figure 11 shows the flow of how a REST API integrates with backup software:

Recovering network-attached storage systems with tens or hundreds of shares.■

Recovering complete virtual environments with hundreds or thousands of VMs.■

Recovering database servers with many databases.■

Recovering file sets across multiple servers to or near the same point in time.■

The client makes a request to the backup server, usually over HTTPS.■

https://www.gartner.com/document/code/718850?ref=authbody&refval=
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Figure 11: REST API Client/Server Flow

Analysis-Based Restore

Backup software now comes equipped with ransomware analysis of backup data. This

capability varies between vendors, but the best options will aim to improve recovery speed

using detection analysis to quickly identify affected data and associate it to the best

recovery point.

Backup systems have the ability to scan machine data with antivirus software before

restoring the machine to production. It is important to understand how this works in

collaboration with security experts. This feature provides the ability to scan a windows

system by using antivirus software installed on a mount server. This can be a very useful

feature but security experts may wish to simply restore the systems to an IRE and use

more advanced behavioral detection methods that use AI/ML to scan for activity that

might indicate malware.

Both of these options, in tandem with expert security analysis, can strengthen the recovery

process. However, not being aware of these features or relying solely on these for full

forensics will lead to a risk of reinfection and increased recovery times. It is vital to know

exactly where these options fit into the process.

Stage 2.3 Best Practices

The server will respond with an XML or JSON response having exposed objects

based on a REST framework.

■

The client retrieves the information it requires from the response.■

This information can be used to script and automate various tasks such as starting

backup and restore jobs.

■
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This section looks at some of the various systems that can be impacted by ransomware

and the best practices to adhere to during the restoration process. As mentioned

previously, this can never be an exact science, but I&O technical professionals responsible

for data restoration must have an approach to restore the services listed here. The

approach to restoration must incorporate the capabilities provided by the modern backup

infrastructure in an effort to limit recovery time as much as possible (see Table 2).

Table 2: Best Practices

(Enlarged table in Appendix)

File Server Encryption
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File shares are a major target for ransomware. A common scenario will be users notice

encrypted files and notify the IT team. This is where it can be very tempting to use some

of the instant recovery features available. The operating system hosting the file shares to

be restored must be considered trusted and not compromised by the ransomware. This

will take collaboration with security teams to ensure this. If this cannot be confirmed,

recovery will have to take place to a new system in an isolated area.

Backup software options such as selective restore can identify encrypted file objects for

restore. In tandem with effective identification, this could reduce recovery time for large

file servers. Vendors are constantly improving features such as file share rollback and

instant share publishing specifically to improve recovery from ransomware attacks.

Knowing the capabilities in detail and how they can be used to restore securely will deliver

a faster recovery.

Windows Domain

Many ransomware attacks have been known to penetrate Active Directory. There are many

mechanisms that should be put in place to ensure a robust Active Directory environment;

but, from a backup perspective, there has to be a recovery plan. If intact backups for

Active Directory are available, then AD can be restored to an isolated environment. It is

vital that the correct steps for this process are followed. A full Active Directory restoration

process is out of scope for this research, but I&O technical professionals responsible for

data restoration will need to know the following at a minimum if recovering a data center

from backup is required:

The restore process from many well-documented ransomware

attacks has been hindered by not having an intact Active Directory

restore process.

Full VM Recovery and Instant VM Recovery

Full server restore process and best practices including all server prerequisites■

Application-aware process for domain controllers■

Authoritative versus nonauthoritative restore procedures■
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Options are available to restore a full VM to an alternate location where it can be

examined. Options are also available to carry out an instant restore where the VM will run

on the backup infrastructure before being transferred to production-based storage. The

limitations of such an approach have to be considered. This will work well for a limited

number of critical VMs, but most likely the capacity to run all VMs will not be available.

Instant VM recovery is a powerful feature and makes it compelling to simply restore a VM

back to production. This is reliant on the backup file not being infected, which requires

integration with security features and personnel to verify the VM.

Physical Server

Restore procedures have to be considered for compromised windows and Linux physical

servers. The restore process will be different from a virtual server process and, in many

cases, it might be easier to simply rebuild using the correct OS images and binaries, which

should be available in a properly constructed IRE. If this is to be done at scale, however,

the recovery time is not going to be satisfactory. Bare-metal recovery should be able to

reinstall an entire operating system, all applications and all data with a single command

from the backup application. This process needs to work with automation in situations

where there are multiple physical systems affected.

Backup software provides flexible options such as restoring a physical server backup as a

virtual server much like a physical-to-virtual (P2V) conversion or options to restore hard

disks to alternate servers. Having in-depth knowledge of the backup software’s full

capabilities is vital and can provide further options to reduce restore time.

In certain cases, there will be no alternative, and bare-metal restores will be required due to

compatibility or performance requirements of running on a VM. In these instances the

backup vendor best practices must be followed with considerations for the hardware

destination and networking.

Database

Organizations will have critical applications using databases such as Oracle and SQL.

Backup strategies will vary, with DBAs often opting to run backup tasks in parallel to

database protection offered by backup software. Scenarios such as when the server

hosting the database becomes compromised may require out-of-place restoration or

database export. DBAs will need to work with backup and restore operators to bring

databases online and ensure sufficient testing can be carried out for data integrity.

Cloud Services Such as Azure Files/AWS DataSync
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With cloud adoption on the rise, services such as Azure Files and AWS DataSync are being

leveraged to mirror file shares. Cloud providers have native mechanisms in place to

protect these shares using both immutability and georedundancy.

Kubernetes

Kubernetes deployments running containerized applications also require protection as

well as a recovery strategy in the same way as server-based applications. Backup

software now has the capability of protecting Kubernetes workloads and restoring in a

rapid fashion on alternate hosted platforms. Organizations may have to look at alternate

platforms for their existing backup software, but if there are production applications

running on Kubernetes, they require protection.

Stage 3. Recovery Verification

This is the step often skipped by many. Much of the recovery capability advertised by

backup vendors does not mention this step. Of course, it all depends on the nature of the

attack; and if this was a single file server, caught in time, then yes, it is a possibility that a

very quick restore can be accomplished with secure restore and one of the advanced

restore capabilities. Unfortunately, for larger attacks it is impossible to be certain that the

backup data has not been compromised. Security experts will need to verify that the

attack vector has been eradicated and will not once again affect the restored services. In

this stage, restored data and services are made available to security experts for full

verification in an isolated environment. Much of this stage is carried out by security

experts, but central to successful verification is the backup infrastructure.

Stage 3.1 Confirm Eradication

This step is where restored data and systems are examined to ensure ransomware is no

longer present. This confirmation data could be on newly built systems with data restored

in an IRE, or it could be systems fully recovered to a restore point deemed to be secure

both by the ransomware analysis and the identification phase. Regardless of the

interpretation of the IRE, the systems have to be isolated so they cannot be controlled in

any way by the malware writer or other servers on the internet. Figure 12 shows backup

data moving into an IRE where scanning can take place. As covered in Stage 2.2, the

restore and scanning process can be combined in some instances — for example, an

instant VM restore to an isolated network with scanning as part of the restore. For the

most part, this scanning during recovery will be conventional, signature-based detection.
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Figure 12: Scanning Backup Data and Recovery Process

Malware detection that focuses on recognizing malware signatures is sufficient as long

as the malware detection knows what to look for. Sadly, this isn’t always the case because

malware detection signatures sometimes lag behind. To address this problem, the next

step is to start the application in the IRE so that it can be scanned with malware scanning

tools based on AI/ML to look for anomalous activity, such as attempts to contact external

command-and-control servers.

Stage 3.2 Patching and Remediation

At this stage, root cause must be established or you run the risk of bringing the recovered

systems back into an exposed environment. There may be requirements for configuration

changes to recovered operating systems or additional security layers to be installed.

Certain ransomware can attack the recovered servers, with the trigger being a loss of

connection to the malware source. This is where remediation software may be required to

eradicate malware from systems. Figure 13 shows the timeline of when the attack was

launched and when data has been restored. The antivirus tools in place may not have up-

to-date signatures for this threat and, consequently, the restored server is still vulnerable.

Security personnel will have preferred endpoint protection, which is often used at this

stage as it may have more capabilities than the installed antivirus. More on endpoint

protection platforms can be found in Competitive Landscape: Endpoint Protection

Platforms.

https://www.gartner.com/document/code/734048?ref=authbody&refval=
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Figure 13: Attack Versus Restore Timeline

Stage 4. Production Integration

Integration of recovered systems into the production network will involve moving them

from the IRE. The exact steps depend on the nature, location and construction of the IRE,

as well as the network configuration differences between the IRE and the production

environment.

The scenarios are varied, with some on-premises environments leveraging cloud options

or colocations for recovery. Decisions will need to be made about running services in

these alternate locations for a period of time. This may require another outage to resync

data back to a primary location. Recovery time will ultimately be lower with an easier

integration methodology.

Stage 4.1 Physical Versus Logical

Physical Integration

If a recovery has taken place in an off-site location that simply cannot be reverted to the

primary location, then moving physical hardware may be required. This scenario will

increase recovery times, but may be unavoidable. The situation may require complete

rebuilds in a location that cannot communicate with critical network components that

provide external functionality. Physical changes may be required to integrate recovered

data and services with network services.

Logical
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The ability to be able to segment an area completely from production while also being in

the same physical location will provide options for faster recovery. Virtualization will

enable options to restore workloads to isolated networks that can be integrated back to

production by using logical networking. Physical servers can be logically integrated with

production in the same way with network segmentation and virtual LANs (VLANs). An in-

depth knowledge of networking will help here as described in the Preparation section (see

Table 3).

Table 3: Reintegration With Production

Source: Gartner

Stage 4.2 Final Validation

Validation ensures that applications and data are coherent — that is, the data is

accessible by applications and all systems are functional. A complete validation will

involve many personnel across many departments to ensure services are operational as

expected. From the perspective of the teams responsible for data backup and restore, this

stage will involve:

Method of Reintegration Scenario Recovery Time

Physical Slower

Logical Faster

Secondary site used
for recovery

■

Rebuild of servers in
completely isolated
physical location

■

Instant VM recovery■

Restore to isolated
VLAN

■

Further granular restore operations: Further work could potentially arise here, with

more granular restore activity requested from application owners. Users of

applications will generally highlight further issues that may not have been possible

to identify in the IRE. Decisions may be made to restore certain older files or

databases, and backup operators need to be prepared for this scenario.

■
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Risks and Pitfalls
The recovery from a cyberattack is never an exact science. This section offers advice on

how to avoid some of the pitfalls and how to mitigate some of the risks.

Risk: Relying Solely on Ransomware Analysis From Backup Software

Backup software is now providing analysis of backup data to assist in the fight against

cyberattacks. Using this analysis to ascertain what backup may be deemed safe is

definitely a feature an organization will want but cannot rely on for complete forensic

analysis. There is risk in restoring instantly based on security reports and analysis from

backup software alone.

How to Mitigate

The ability to restore or roll back instantly to a backup that is reported as safe is a

powerful tool, but must still abide by the best practice of restoring to an isolated

environment. This could be a sandbox environment running on the backup appliance

storage, which allows for further examination of the recovered data before it is committed

to production.

Resumption and monitoring of backup jobs: As soon as data is live, it must be

protected, just as before the ransomware attack. Any limitations that were

highlighted as part of the ransomware attack should be addressed where possible,

with immediate plans for data protection best practices put in place.

■

Further testing and analysis: There will be a period of time before the incident is

completely closed off and further production backups will be needed for analysis

and verification of data.

■

Export of compromised backups: Exports of compromised servers and data can be

provided to external security firms, for example, for further in depth analysis.

■
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Risk: Lack of Understanding the Attack Profile

It is difficult to be able to fully understand the attack profile. Identifying where it started,

how long ago it started or when it compromised file servers is difficult to know. Identifying

the malware payloads, or when files were modified, removed or encrypted, is also difficult.

In general, attackers seeking exfiltration wish to maximize dwell time. For maximum

encryption impact, some attackers move laterally and have multiple teams in place.

Finding and locking out one will result in another activating to continue the attack. Such

attacks are constantly evolving, making it impossible for backup and infrastructure teams

to know the full extent of the damage.

How to Mitigate

A coordinated, simultaneous remediation of all found compromised systems is the most

successful factor in the eradication of advanced persistent threats. Contract with outside

security consulting organizations that can be engaged to periodically scan for malware

and evidence of cybercriminal infiltration. Call upon them when any of the organization’s

systems are suspected of being compromised. Dedicated security firms have experience

in assisting other organizations with fighting cyberattacks and can bring that experience

to assist in understanding the attack profile. Gartner recommends engaging vendors such

as FireEye, CrowdStrike or Rapid7 to perform network compromise assessments

periodically.

Pitfall: Outdated Operating Systems and Software

In a situation where there is no option but to rebuild, having outdated systems can lead to

challenges and will impair recovery. Applications that are outdated may prove extremely

difficult to reinstall, while also being incompatible with the latest operating system.

How to Avoid

Having the latest operating systems and up-to-date software will always benefit in a

rebuild situation. Infrastructure should be assessed regularly and outdated systems

flagged as potential pain points. Organizations should be aware of any applications no

longer in support.
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Pitfall: Public Cloud to On-Premises Restore

For on-premises environments, the public cloud offers attractive options to store

secondary backup data on inexpensive storage. This storage, configured alongside

security options, such as object locking in Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3)

storage, for example, can provide an immutable copy of backup data with little investment

and simple setup.

If the primary backup data has been encrypted, deleted or simply cannot be deemed

trustworthy, this can lead to a situation where the only intact data now resides in the

public cloud and has to be transferred to an on-premises environment. Large quantities of

data in a situation like this will result in catastrophic restore times, which simply cannot

be overlooked.

How to Avoid

While public cloud storage certainly enhances the options available, technical

professionals responsible for data protection must ensure data critical to the business is

protected in line with a defined RPO and RTO. If the cloud is to be used for secondary data,

it must be in line with defined RTO values and, importantly, the on-premises backup data

must have both immutability and sufficient retention to protect against the threat of

ransomware.
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Table 1: Backup Locations

Source: Gartner

Backup Type Location Recovery Points/RPO Recovery Time

Primary On-premises or a cloud location close
to primary infrastructure

Limited recovery points with RPO
defined by backup frequency

Fastest

Secondary Seperate storage either in the same
location or an alternate location,
ideally with air-gapped architecture

RPO equivalent to primary with
additional restore points and
extended retention such as
monthly/yearly copy

Dependent on recovery destination

Offline copy (Bunker) Cloud storage/external media/write
once, read many (WORM) tape

RPO will usually be 24 hours; long-
term retention for monthly/yearly
data

Slow/generally including rehydration
and manual processes
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Table 2: Best Practices

Attack Scenario (Compromised Systems) Best Practices Backup Features

File Server Encryption

AD Domain

VM

Physical Server

Verify the OS■

Only recover to clean systems■

Selective restore■

Ransomware analysis■

File recovery methods■

Instant share publishing■

Ensure multiple copies of domain controllers
backup are available

■

Follow vendor’s approach to authoritative vs.
nonauthoritative restore

■

AD granular restore features■

Full server restore■

Be aware of instant VM recovery — capabilities
and limitations

■

Ensure compatibility with target hypervisor■

Be aware of management■

Instant VM recovery■

Full VM recovery■

VM hard disk restore■

VM file-level restore■

Secure restore■

Restore to similar hardware■ Bare-metal restore■
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Source: Gartner

Database

Cloud Services Such as Azure Files/AWS DataSync

Kubernetes

Ensure isolation from production■ Application-level restore■

Export to virtual disk■

P2V conversion■

Verify the OS■

Be aware of instant VM recovery — capabilities
and limitations

■

Ensure DB administrator involvement for best
practices

■

Live DB mount■

DB publishing■

DB export■

Ensure any restore is done at the cloud level as
opposed to on-premises

■ Native snapshot protection■

Third-party backup and restore product■

Ensure automated backup of application
components is configured

■

Configure backups to copy onto immutable
storage

■

Kubernetes native protection tools■

Multicloud restore options■
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Table 3: Reintegration With Production

Source: Gartner

Method of Reintegration Scenario Recovery Time

Physical Slower

Logical Faster

Secondary site used for recovery■

Rebuild of servers in completely isolated
physical location

■

Instant VM recovery■

Restore to isolated VLAN■
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